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Author Cecily Wong waves to a colleague at Portland Book Festival 2022

Oregon Poet Laureate & Literary Arts board member Anis Mojgani speaks at the Oregon Book Awards ceremony.
Dear Friends,

Sitting in my office on the day of her Portland Arts & Lectures event, Ada Limón, the 24th poet laureate of the United States, casually mentioned that her poetry would be engraved on the side of a spaceship that would travel 1.8 billion miles to Europa, a moon of Jupiter. Her biggest concern? The quality of her handwriting. It was an astonishing conversation that we continued onstage at the Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall, one that unpacked the enduring persistence of poetry in the big moments of our lives (weddings, funerals, graduations, spaceships, etc.) and in the small but important moments of our daily lives.

During her visit, Limón inspired students from Woodburn High School, held a writers forum at Literary Arts with a small group of professional writers, met with Oregon’s poet laureate Anis Mojgani, spoke to thousands at the concert hall, and reached thousands more across the state through our partnership with OPB radio.

It is a singular joy for us at Literary Arts to bring writers of all disciplines, walks of life, backgrounds, and ages to you, and hear them share their stories, insight, and light. This year we presented writers like Limón, but also elevated Kennedy Phillips, the Parkrose High School junior who won our annual youth poetry slam championship Verselandia!; we lifted the voices of 51 writers through the Oregon Book Awards & Fellowships, and helped hundreds of writers, young and old, craft their stories and find community. We brought together thousands not only at the concert hall, but also at Portland Book Festival—the largest festival of its kind in the Pacific Northwest—which returned to its full footprint across multiple venues in downtown Portland’s arts district.

As you can see from the faces in this annual report, it was a joyful year, one that felt like a prolonged reunion. It was a year in which many of us rediscovered the power of community. We listened to each other and we spoke our truths. The joy could be found in difficult work that could be hard to sit with. The joy could be found in being seen and heard with work that spoke to our experience, or finally saying the thing you needed to say. Real joy is the result of deep connection and revelations, large and small, on spaceships, in new hardcovers and worn paperbacks, in notebooks, and sitting together in community listening to stories as they unfold.

The names listed in the back of this report are the ones that make this happen, through their work, support, and donations. We are so grateful to everyone that is able to support our mission and who gives us the privilege to serve our community.

In gratitude,

ANDREW PROCTOR, Executive Director
andrew@literary-arts.org

“...For 15 years it was my honor and my pleasure to introduce some of the greatest writers in the world to Portland. ...this organization grew mainly because of the city we live in. Portland grew this organization. ...[Literary Arts is] building a true literary center. ”

— Julie Mancini, at Literary Arts’ 30th Anniversary Celebration

In Memoriam:
Julie Mancini
October 25, 1948 – August 29, 2022
Director of Literary Arts 1985–2000
DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

Understand how your contribution impacts Oregon’s readers and writers.

INCOME

**Earned income**
- Ticket sales: 30%
- Classes: 6%

**Contributed income**
- Individual: 32%
- Corporate: 9%
- Foundation: 6%
- In-kind: 6%
- Government: 11%

1,619 people contributed $1,242,608 in gifts and pledges. THANK YOU!

EXPENSES

- Programming: 72%
- Administration and office overhead: 25%
- Fundraising: 3%

24,000+ individuals enjoyed Literary Arts programming.

“Every year instead of exchanging holiday gifts, my siblings and I donate to our favorite charities. Like most years, I picked the Oregon Food Bank. Then, when I saw a tweet about the raffle, I realized that one can also be hungry for books and the community of writers and readers. Food and books; both are vital for life.”

— Give!Guide donor
OUR PROGRAMS

Our mission is to engage readers, support writers, and inspire the next generation with great literature.

24,000 READERS ENGAGED

From the concert hall to the classroom, world-renowned authors engaged with our communities. Our season of events featured more than 150 authors in lectures, readings, and discussions. We were overjoyed to see our audiences back in the concert hall, at the festival stages, at the Literary Arts event space, and more.

2,000 WRITERS SUPPORTED

We celebrated and recognized the remarkable work being created by local writers and publishers through awards and fellowships. We also hired local and national authors to teach classes and partnered with artists and organizations to host free events in our space and in the community.

4,000 YOUTH INSPIRED

Our Writers in the Schools (WITS) writers-in-residence taught across many classes, including anthropology and biology. Readings took place in coffee shops and bookstores around Portland, and on stage at Portland Book Festival. We reintroduced the East Side Slam and the finalists advanced to our citywide youth poetry championship Verselandial, and the College Essay Exchange returned to eight schools across two districts. We are grateful and excited to have all of our programs back and available to our community.
PORTLAND ARTS & LECTURES

Our season began in September 2022 with a Nobel laureate and ended in April 2023 with the US poet laureate. Thousands of subscribers and hundreds of high school students gathered in the Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall to hear from some of our greatest contemporary writers and thinkers: Abdulrazak Gurnah, Anthony Doerr, Lauren Groff, Patrick Radden Keefe, and Ada Limón. In addition to the lectures, authors engaged with readers and writers of all ages in sessions with professional writers and meetings with public high school students.

THE ARCHIVE PROJECT

Our radio show and podcast The Archive Project broadcasts a wide range of Literary Arts programming, including recordings from Portland Arts & Lectures, Portland Book Festival, Everybody Reads, special events, and Verselandia! Our ninth season premiered in November 2022. Listen every Sunday at 7:00 p.m. on OPB radio, and subscribe wherever you get your podcasts.

EVERYBODY READS 2023

In partnership with Multnomah County Library and the Library Foundation, this year’s Everybody Reads program featured Ruth Ozeki and her novel A Tale for the Time Being. The library distributed over 17,000 paperback, ebook, and audio copies of the book as part of the program, and during her time in Portland, Ozeki met with students at Franklin and Parkrose high schools.

---

“Portland Literary Arts is a bright light. They are generous, organized, and forward-thinking. I wish every city had a literary arts organization with this much heart.”

— Ada Limón, 24th US Poet Laureate

2,624 annual subscribers • 1,553 students attended for free • $46,354 raised for Youth Programs during the subscription renewals period

8,947 weekly listeners on the radio and online • 431+ episodes
PORTLAND BOOK FESTIVAL

On Saturday, November 5, 2022, Portland Book Festival, presented by Bank of America, returned to its full in-person size on the South Park Blocks. The festival featured more than 100 presenters in conversation about new books, from bestselling authors to exciting debuts. Presenters included cross-genre superstar Kwame Alexander (The Door of No Return), actress and disability advocate Selma Blair (Mean Baby), modern romance novelist Casey McQuiston (I Kissed Shara Wheeler), culinary activists Ghetto Gastro (Black Power Kitchen), former Oakland youth poet laureate Leila Mottley (Nightcrawling), mega-bestselling novelist Taylor Jenkins Reid (Carrie Soto Is Back), literary legend George Saunders (Liberation Day), Portland’s own Lidia Yuknavitch (Thrust), and many more. The day also featured food trucks, a book fair, and pop-up readings in the Portland Art Museum galleries.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Literary Arts is honored to have hosted special events with many remarkable authors and organizations. Frequently, writers appearing in our special events were requested by our audience in surveys. In 2022/23, Literary Arts hosted Pop-Up Magazine: Love Stories, The Moth Mainstage in Portland, Amor Towles, Everybody Reads 2023 with Ruth Ozeki, and Tom Hanks in conversation with Jon Raymond.

DELVE READERS SEMINARS

Delve participants read and discussed Vanity Fair, Remembrance of Things Past, White Teeth, Station Eleven, and many other books. We also launched Delve for Writers, with a fall seminar on Joan Didion and Durga Chew-Bose.

“I have taken three seminars (two in-person and one virtual) and they have all been very different but equally excellent. Variety of group leaders keeps it interesting and I like meeting local writers, teachers, and enthusiasts in such an intimate and engaging setting.”
— Delve participant

COMMITTED TO EQUITY

• Portland Book Festival’s lineup featured more than 50% Black, Indigenous, and/or People of Color (BIPOC) presenters (authors, moderators, and pop-up authors).

• Free and reduced-price tickets were offered for all programs, including through Arts for All and the Multnomah County Library’s Discovery Pass program.

• Portland Book Festival featured a bilingual storytime with Portland Early Learning Project and a bilingual conversation for adults featuring authors Ingrid Rojas Contreras and Rafael Agustin.

• Youth 17 and under attend Portland Book Festival free!
Oregon Book Awards (OBA)
The 2023 Oregon Book Awards finalists included 34 titles in seven genres, selected from 202 submissions. The annual Oregon Book Awards ceremony was held in-person, on April 25, at Portland Center Stage. Hosted by Luke Burbank, the evening included a music performance from Dao Strom, the announcement of the Oregon Book Award winners in seven categories, and special awards presented to Dawn Babb Prochovnic and Gary Miranda.

OBA Author Events
The Oregon Book Awards Author Tour visited Enterprise, Monmouth, Springfield, Grand Ronde, McMinnville, and Corvallis for readings and classroom visits.

Books Distributed to Libraries
Literary Arts shipped books by Oregon Book Awards authors, donated by their publishers, to 18 libraries across the state.

OBA Finalists Readings
In March 2023, we hosted online readings featuring the 2023 Oregon Book Awards finalists, and posted the recordings afterwards on our YouTube channel. We also hosted an in-person reading with poetry and fiction finalists.

Ken Kesey Award for Fiction: Sindya Bhanoo, Seeking Fortune Elsewhere: Stories (Catapult)
Stafford/Hall Award for Poetry: Eric Tran, Mouth, Sugar, and Smoke (Diode Editions)
Frances Fuller Victor Award for General Nonfiction: Lauren Kessler, Free: Two Years, Six Lives, and the Long Journey Home (Sourcebooks)
Sarah Winnemucca Award for Creative Nonfiction: Casey Parks, Diary of a Misfit: A Memoir and a Mystery (Alfred A. Knopf)
Angus L. Bowmer Award for Drama: Sara Jean Accuardi, The Storyteller
Leslie Bradshaw Award for Middle Grade and Young Adult Literature: Waka T. Brown, Dream, Annie, Dream (HarperCollins/Quill Tree Books)
Eloise Jarvis McGraw Award for Children’s Literature: Dane Liu, Friends Are Friends, Forever (Henry Holt and Company)
The Stewart H. Holbrook Literary Legacy Award: Gary Miranda
The Walt Morey Young Readers Literary Legacy Award: Dawn Babb Prochovnic
OREGON LITERARY FELLOWSHIPS

We received 536 applications from writers and 27 applications from publishers for the 2023 fellowships. Out-of-state judges spent several months evaluating these applications, using literary excellence as the primary criterion.

- 2 writers were awarded Oregon Literary Career fellowships of $10,000 each
- 13 Oregon writers and 2 Oregon publishers awarded fellowships of $3,500 each, for a total of $72,500 fellowships awarded
- 4 fellowships were funded by the Oregon Arts Commission

WRITERS FORUMS WITH PORTLAND ARTS & LECTURES AUTHORS

As part of their participation in this year’s series, Portland Arts & Lectures authors met with current and former fellowship recipients and book awards authors for a one-hour Q&A session.

- 36 Oregon writers met with 5 Portland Arts & Lectures authors

WRITING CLASSES

Students expanded their writing knowledge with classes in memoir, the novel, short story, lyric essay, longform journalism, and other topics. We also offered classes in screenwriting for the first time. Classes met in-person and online. Over half of our students were from outside Portland.

- 544 students participated in 65 classes

COMMITTED TO EQUITY

- 30% of 2023 OBA judges are BIPOC.
- 25% of writing teachers are BIPOC.
- 65% of 2023 OLF judges are BIPOC.
- 74 writing class and Delve students received an access tuition scholarship, which covers 60% of the class tuition.

“Literary Arts teachers, in my experience, are very well prepared and knowledgeable.”
— Writing class student

““The fellowship feels like a big hug from my home state. It’s an energizing affirmation in a career that can feel like yelling into the sky.”
— Cecily Wong, Oregon Arts Commission Fellowship recipient

@LITERARYARTS EVENTS

We continued to offer our ongoing resident series: INCITE, One Page Wednesday, Slamlandia, and the BIPOC reading series. We also partnered with the Alano Club, Chin Music Press, Kundiman, PEN America, Portland Opera, and local and national authors for events. In November and May, in partnership with Ooligan Press, we offered BIPOC publishing events that included virtual and in-person components. The panel in November featured local editors and grantors, discussing creating a successful pitch, submission, and grant proposal. The BIPOC panel in May featured literary agents DongWon Song and Melanie Figueroa.

- 1,845 total audience members attended 58 events with 14 community partners and 130 presenting artists

“Literary Arts teachers, in my experience, are very well prepared and knowledgeable.”
— Writing class student

Ada Limón speaks with writers at Literary Arts
WRITERS IN THE SCHOOLS RESIDENCIES

We partnered with 28 educators at 13 public high schools throughout the year. While we worked in many creative writing and Language Arts classes, Writers in the Schools (WITS) also had writers-in-residence contribute to other classes, such as Chemistry, Biology, Anthropology, Mass Communications, and Health. At McDaniel High School, writer Dey Rivers piloted five mini-residencies which focused on mental health and storytelling. Journalist Bruce Poinsette helped students in Franklin High School’s Hip Hop Lit classes create content for their class Instagram.

“I really liked the creative freedom. Often English class is stressful because of constrictions, this allowed me to spread my wings.”
—Benson High School student

AUTHOR VISITS, EVERYBODY READS, AND STUDENTS TO THE SCHNITZ

Thousands of students engaged with six world-class authors in the concert hall and classroom throughout the year for the 2022–23 Portland Arts & Lectures season and Everybody Reads. 351 students attended lectures, and 393 students attended author visits. This year, Youth Programs partnered with OPB’s Think Out Loud to combine the live interviews with author visits, giving students the opportunity to participate in the radio program. We held Think Out Loud interviews at Ida B. Wells, Grant, McDaniel, Lincoln, Parkrose, Franklin, and the Literary Arts office.

1,438 students served in 55 classes • 25 professional writers hired, including 2 apprentices • 52 students were published in the 2021–22 WITS anthology To the End, Through the Tunnel • 33 more were published in the 2021/22 WITS chapbook Keep Moving Forward

806 books provided to students who attended lecture events and author visits.
VERS ELANDIA! AND EAST SIDE SLAM

Verselandia! brought together poets from Portland and east Multnomah County high schools to compete for the title of Grand Slam Champion. Educators, friends, and family came out to the Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall to hear the students perform. Oregon Poet Laureate Anis Mojgani hosted the evening.

22 students from 12 schools performed to an audience of 913 for a top prize of $1,000

The East Side Slam returned after a brief hiatus, giving students from east Multnomah and Clackamas counties the chance to compete for the night’s top prize of $500. Seven poets from Gresham, Parkrose, and Nelson High Schools participated, and two finalists advanced to compete in Verselandia! The slam was held at Adrienne C. Nelson High School for an audience of educators, family, friends, and even the school’s namesake, Justice Adrienne C. Nelson. Poet Christopher Diaz hosted the evening.

COLLEGE ESSAY EXCHANGE

The College Essay Exchange (formerly the College Essay Mentoring Project) offered in-person sessions for the first time since 2019. 290 students from 8 Portland area high schools received help from 50 volunteers in the fall and 74 volunteers in the spring to write and edit their college application materials.

WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS

We offered events at the 2023 Portland Book Festival for grades 6-12, as well as for educators. Our middle school poetry workshop was led by WITS writer Dey Rivers, where students wrote creative responses to other poems and even some of the art at the Portland Art Museum. Students from across Portland, east Multnomah County, and Woodburn read their published work in front of an audience of nearly 200 at the WITS anthology launch.

30 students attended our workshops • 10 students from 6 schools read at the WITS student anthology launch

COMMITTED TO EQUITY

• Continued deepening our relationship with schools outside of Portland and with culturally specific institutions, placing WITS at Many Nations Academy for the first time
• Further developed our Writers in the Schools Apprenticeship for Writers of Color with writers Jen Shin and Jeremy Husserl.
• 48.8% of students served identify as BIPOC, and 40% receive free and reduced lunch.

“They gave me good insight on how I can write a supplemental essay and where to approach it. Now I am able to have a greater understanding of what I should write.”

—Franklin High School student
I enjoy Literary Arts as a reader, Delve seminar participant, Portland Arts & Lectures subscriber, past board member, and current volunteer. When I did my estate planning, I included a bequest to the organization to show my appreciation for their important work. I am happy to give a gift both now and in the future, and I am proud that Literary Arts will be a mainstay in the community for years to come.

— Amy Prosenjak

LEGACY SOCIETY

THANK YOU to the members of Literary Arts’ Legacy Society who have named Literary Arts in their estate plans.
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Lora Meyer
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Ramón & Sandy Pagán
Michelle & Warren Tubbs
Christine Vernier
Susan Winkler

LEAVE YOUR LITERARY ARTS LEGACY

For more information about joining Literary Arts’ Legacy Society or to schedule a confidential consultation, please contact Bethany Byrd-Hill, Director of Development, at bethany@literary-arts.org or 503-227-2583 x 115.

THANK YOU TO OUR ANNUAL FUND SUPPORTERS

Gifts made between 06/01/2022–05/31/2023.
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Dedre Marriott
Marsie Martien
George Mason
J.S. May
Ellen Kyte Mayock
Julie McAllister
Donna Mc1awner
Ashton McCrate
Connie McDowell
Katherine McDowell & Kenneth Lerner
Pete McDowell
Paula P. McNamee
Katie McRae & Roger Iker
Greg Means
Mary Mears Haskell
Linda Meng
Judith Meredith
Dr. Elizabeth & Dr. Brock Metcalf
Marie Louise Metzdorff
Violet Metzler
Henry Milczuk
Pamela Gesme Miller
Sarah Edler Meigs & Andrew Meigs
Brian Mitchell
Ronald Mitchell & Amy Reiss
Patricia Mizutani
Margaret Moody
Madeline Babcock Moore
Barbara G. Morrison & Heather E. Channel
John Morrison & Kim C Thomas
Carole Morse
Margaret Morton
Sara Morton
Moss Rock Retreat
Molly Jo & Dan Mullen
Barbara Nay
Michelle Neiss
Eliza & Alex Nelson
Sarah and Brien Neudeck
Thomas Nevins
Alexander & Lisa Ney
Nancy Louise Nicholson
Cynthia Nordstrom
Sara Nosanchuk
Peggy & Ingolf Noto
Alfred & Eileen Ono
Nancy Orcutt
Sara Ortiz
Meadou Lou Padden
Christine Pallier
Lisa Pardini
Neel Patel and Anna Jankowski
K. Patten
Karen Paulino & Eliot Spindel
Katie Paulin
Linda Pehrson
Karen Pemberton
Terie Pendland
Christina Pera & Jennifer Roos
Kelly Perlweitz
Willa Beth Perlmutter
Nina Perrottta
Amanda Peters
Don Peters
Katie Peterson
Jennifer Philippi
David Plotkin
Sandy Polishuk
David & Shirley Pollock
Jonathan Potkin
Judy & Alan Potts
Wally & Betty Preble
Janet Prevett
David Prilnow & Nancy Hallinan
Lacie Price
Brenda Purvis
Sheree Racine
Michelle & Jay Rafter
Kathleen & Tom Rastetter
Mary B. Ratcliff
Clare Rathbone
Jennifer Rawcliffe
Ellen Recko & Michael Goldsmith
Mary Kate Reed
Wayne & Karen Rembold
Karen & Cal Reno
Martha & David Richards
Deborah Rink
David Riveness & Monique Barton
Mary Rodeback
Marcel Rodriguez & Jenny Owen
Julia & Jay Rosen
Jean Roth
Sarah Rothenfluch
Amber Rowland
David and Michele Roy
Sharon J. Rub
Rich Rubin
Ellen Rubinstein & Joshua Baudhuin
Mary Brown & Craig Ruble
Travel Portland
Rich Rubin
TooFar Media
Tin House
Robert Siebens
Russell Shirai
Natalie & Joel Serber
Katharine Schuyler
Evan P. Schneider & Judith
Mary & John Schmitt
Marilyn & Donald Schmidt
Susan Scanlon
Bob Scanlan
Stephanie & John Saven
Jeffrey Sapiro
Lesly Sanocki & Manish Chandhok
Charles Sanderson
Barbara & Charles Ryberg
Daniel Russo & Joanne Albertsen
ZGF Architects
Mary Rodeback
*Deceased
We do our very best to keep accurate records. If you have a correction or update to share, please reach out to Bethany Byrd-Hill, Development Director, at bethany@literary-arts.org.

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

BUSINESSES
$20,000+
Bank of America
Columbia Sportswear
First Tech Federal Credit Union
Janet Hoffman & Associates LLC
The Standard
Wieden+Kennedy

$10,000+
A to Z Wineworks
Kell, Alterman & Runstein L.L.P.
NW Natural
Powell’s Books
Stoel Rives LLP

$5,000+
Angeli Law Group
Bora Architecture & Interiors
Creative Writing & English at Linfield University
Morel Ink
The Standard Employee Matching Program
Turbo House
TooFar Media
Travel Portland
ZGF Architects

$1,000+
AAA Oregon & Idaho
Artisan Auctions
Beam Suntory
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Charles Schwab
Chubb Group of Insurance Companies
D.A. Davidson & Co.
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Delelhey College Counseling
KPFF Consulting Engineers
Lyceum Agency
Permanente Dental Associates
PGE Foundation
UBS Matching Gifts Program

FOUNDATIONS & GOVERNMENT
$25,000+
Business Oregon
James F. & Marion L. Miller Foundation
Maybelle Clark Macdonald Fund
Oregon Arts Commission
Regional Arts & Culture Council
The Roundhouse Foundation

$10,000+
The Academy of American Poets
Betsy Priddy Fund of Oregon Community Foundation
Edwards Lienhart Family Foundation
Henry L. Hillman, Jr. Foundation
Hoover Family Foundation
Juan Young Trust
The Kinsman Foundation
PGE Foundation
Tides Foundation

$5,000+
Dorothy Piacentini
The Harold & Arlene Schnitzer CARE Foundation
Hoover Family Foundation
Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust
Spirit Mountain Community Fund

$1,000+
First Interstate Foundation
Fong Family Fund of Oregon Community Foundation

IN MEMORY OF
Carmen Burkhart
Margarette Cooney
Bruce Daily
Eric Engholm
Gwyneth Gamble Booth
Cathie Glennon
Mary Glim
Susan Hammer
John F. Johnston
Ramiza Koya
Julie Mancini
Mary Jo Ranton
Gerry Rott
Selena Steinmetz
Marcia Claire Suter
Edward Charles Vickers

IN HONOR OF
Simone Brennan
Chelsea Bieker & Margaret Kieweg
Amy Donohue
Jonathan Hill
Dorothy D. Hirsch
Shirley Horne & Marilyn Hallett
Marathon P. King
Literary Arts Staff
Bill & Mary Ann Neeland
Amy Prosenjak
Joan Robinson & Suzy Wizowaty
Kim Stafford
Stephanie & John Volkman
Jackie Willingham

Holmgren Family Giving Fund
Matthew and Christine Casebeer Family Fund
Multnomah County Cultural Coalition
Newell Family Charity Fund
Oregon Community Foundation
PM - Give Back Fund

$500+
Mike Henningen Fund of Oregon Community Foundation
Neilsen Family Fund of Oregon Community Foundation

*Deceased
THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS EVENT SPONSORS

Joan Cirillo & Roger Cooke  The Eberwein Family  Lana & Chris Finley  First Tech Federal Credit Union

Kell, Alterman & Runstein, L.L.P.  Maurice & Dori King  Edwards Lienhart Family Foundation

Multnomah County Cultural Coalition, TooFar Media, and Travel Portland

WE ARE GRATEFUL TO THE GENEROUS IN-KIND SUPPORT PROVIDED BY THESE PARTNERS

First Congregational United Church of Christ, Multnomah Whisk(e)y Library, The Old Church, Oregon Historical Society, PDX Jazz, Portland'5 Centers for the Arts, and Vida Maté

Programs for Writers council member Armin Tolentino uses American Sign Language for applause at the 2023 Oregon Book Awards Ceremony.
SPECIAL THANKS TO

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATORS

PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

WITS WRITERS

INTERNS

FESTIVAL STAFF
Kaitie Alderson, Denver Olmstead

FESTIVAL SUPPORT FROM
Fern Expo, Paperettes Creative, The Party Pros, Revel

WRITING TEACHERS
Frances Badalamenti, Erica Braverman, David Cimmino, Sandhula Hunter, Bo Kapell, Perrin Kerns, Michelle Kichner, Jheua Kim, Kimberly King Parsons, Kimberly Lee, Cari Luna, Margaret Malone, Daniela Naomi Molnar, Milo Muse, James Napoli, Wendy Noonan, Jay Ponsenti, Elizabeth Rosch, Ashlie Serber, Radhika Sharma, Lea Sottille, Katherine E. Standerfer, Coleman Stevenson, Armin Tolentino

DELEGUE SERVICES
Sara Atwoodwood, Bennett Gilbert, Ulker Gokhber, Sara Guest, Hannah Kim, Veronica Martin, Benjamin McPherson Ficklin, Ivinne Saeed, Coleman Stevenson, Carl Wilson, Christopher Zinn

EDUCATORS
Veronica Martin, Benjamin McPherson Ficklin, Ivinne Saeed, Coleman Stevenson, Armin Tolentino

ANNUAL REPORT  |  2022–2023
WHO WE ARE

LITERARY ARTS STAFF
Andrew Proctor, Executive Director
Maggie Allen
Amanda Bullock
Bethany Byrd-Hill
Katherine Day
Lyda DeBin
Rui Dun
Kelsey Gorman
Jennifer Gurney
Olivia Jones Hall
april joseph
Brandon Lenzi
Hope Levy
Alexis Lopez
Allegra Lopez
Jessica Meza-Torres
Susan Moore
Jules Ohman
Liz Olufson
Leah O’Sullivan
Jyoti Roy
Alberto Sveum
Karin Taylor
Lauren Walbridge

STRUNK & WHITE SOCIETY
An honorary society of distinguished advisors
Nancy Bragdon
Larry Colton
Ginnie Cooper
Jodi Delahunt Hubbell
Theo Downes-Le Guin
Bart Eberwein
Brian Gard
Bob Geddes
Molly Gloss
Carrie Hoops
Cecelia Huntingdon
Susheela Jayapal
Brenda Meltbeke
Jessica Mozeico
Diane Ponti
Michael Powell
Amy Prosenjak
Per Ramfjord
Halle Sadle
Steven Taylor
Jackie Willingham
Tom Wood
Steve Wynne

PORTLAND BOOK FESTIVAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
Joan Cirillo, Chair
Emily Arrow
Edward Ash-Milby
Kathi Inman Berens
Julie Bunker
Liz Crain
Sarah Gibbon
Kisha Jarrett
Jaleesa Johnston
B. Frayn Masters
Joshua Nathan
Justice Adrienne Nelson
Sara Ortiz
Craig Popelars
Sarah Rothenfluch
Alicia Tate
Sage Van Wing
Kim Weyler
Josh Wong
Gail Zuro

PROGRAMS FOR WRITERS ADVISORY COUNCIL
Anis Mojgani, Chair
Tom Booth
Nancy Boutin
Julie Dixon
Omar El Akkad
Abbey Gaterud
Rhonda Hughes
Cecelia Huntingdon
Scott Korb

LITERARY ARTS IS SUPPORTED IN PART BY:

LITERARY ARTS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bob Speltz, Chair
Jill Abere
David Angeli
Joan Cirillo
Ginnie Cooper
Amy Donohue
Lana Finley
Sarah Gibson
Jonathan Hill
Mary E. Hirschi
Mitchell S. Jackson
Susheela Jayapal
Maurice King
Anis Mojgani
Justice Adrienne Nelson
Corrine Oishi
Katherine O’Neil
Ramón Pagán
Dennis Steinman
Geoffrey Tichenor
Chabre Vickers
Renée Watson
Marcia Wood

DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
Jill Abere, Chair
Joan Cirillo
Ginnie Cooper
Elizabeth Gewecke
Sara Guest
Corrine Oishi
Katherine O’Neil
Andrew Proctor
Amy Prosenjak
Bob Speltz
Chabre Vickers
Jackie Willingham
Ben Wood
Marcia Wood

PATRON ADVISORY COUNCIL
Katherine O’Neil, Chair
Jill Abere
Kim Bissell
Marion Creamer
Rebecca DeCesaro
Marilyn Epstein
Julie Frantz
Mackenzie Harrington
Susan Hathaway-Marxer
Paula Kurshner
Phillip M. Margolin
Katherine McCoy
Carolyn McKinney
Vanessa McLaughlin
Lora Meyer
Deidra Miner
Abby Nixt
Erin Patterson
Nancy Ponzi
Barbara Sepenuk
Robyn Shuey
Roslyn Sutherland
Margaret Tuchmann
Kristi Wallace Knight
Kim Weyler
Marcia Wood

YOUTH PROGRAMS ADVISORY COUNCIL
Jonathan Hill, Chair
Sandra J. Childs
Jacque Dixon
Andre Goodlow
Mary E. Hirschi
Maurice King
Briana Linden
André Middleton
Anis Mojgani
Joanna Rose
Karena Salmond
Nancy Sullivan
Amy Wayson
Tracey Wyatt

VISION PLAN COMMITTEE
Amy Donohue and Corrine Oishi, Co-Chairs
Joan Cirillo
Ginnie Cooper
Theo Downes-Le Guin
Mitchell S. Jackson
Susheela Jayapal
Maurice King
Jan Oliva
Amy Prosenjak
Jon Raymon
Jill Sherman
Bob Speltz
Dennis Steinman
Chabre Vickers
Marcia Wood
Tom Wood

FINANCE COMMITTEE
Dennis Steinman, Chair
Rebecca DeCesaro
Lana Finley
Sarah Gibson
Jonathan Levine
Amy Prosenjak
Bob Speltz
Dennis Steinman
Chabre Vickers
Marcia Wood
Tom Wood

LITERARY ARTS
925 SW Washington Street,
Portland, OR 97205
Phone: 503-227-2583
Online: literary-arts.org

You can also find us on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter @literaryarts.
OCTOBER 5th, 2023 | 5:30 p.m.
PORTLAND ART MUSEUM | 1219 SW PARK AVE, PORTLAND, OR 97205

Bookmark returns to the Portland Art Museum to celebrate the power that words have to inspire, connect, and transform communities.

Gathering our community of supporters together again in person for the first time in three years.

To sponsor Bookmark or reserve a table, contact Lydah DeBin at lydah@literary-arts.org
For more information: bit.ly/Bookmark2023
THROUGH THE FIELD

sunflowers yellow the field
slow dusk skyline bleed

my mother’s small body struggles to kick over the truck ignition
she prostrates against bench seat pressing down the clutch

stalled in the road’s shoulder
gas gone we wait for refill

clear pop bottles pinwheel out the window

gray smoke puff from rusted muffler
cloud thrust in rearview

splintered side mirror
green bales burst from the hill

she punches the cracked dashboard
fueled truck roars alive

mono stereo creases the wind

my hand slices horizon gleam
highway stapled to the prairie